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Abstract 
 

Let S be a regular semigroup. A congruence ρ  on S is called idempotent 
separating if the associated projection homomorphism ρ # : S →  S| ρ , is 
idempotent separating. Hall shows that if u is an idempotent of a regular 
semigroup S then every idempotent-separating congruence on uSu extends to a 
unique idempotent separating congruence on SuS.  An idempotent u of a regular 
semigroup S is called regular if fuR fL uf for each f ∈  E(S). In this paper, we 
proved that if u is a regular idempotent of S then S = SuS. Also we find the 
relationship between the idempotent separating congruence on S and uSu, when u 
is a regular idempotent of S. 
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1 REGULAR SEMIGROUPS WITH A REGULAR 

IDEMPOTENT 
    
Let S be a regular semigroup and let E(S) be the set of idempotents of S.  In 

[9], McAlister and McFadden have shown that a regular semigroup S contains a  
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quasi-ideal inverse transversal if and only if S can be imbedded as an ideal in a 
locally inverse semigroup T which contains an idempotent u for which 

ufLfRfu  for each 2ff =  in S. Amongst the semigroups which contain 
such an idempotent one those (locally inverse) semigroup which can be naturally 
ordered in such a way as to have a maximum idempotent u. Then u can be 
characterized as an idempotent satisfying euee = for each 〉〈∈ )(TEe , the 
idempotent generated part of T (see [1]). Such an idempotent was called medial 
normal by Blyth and McFadden [1], who obtained a structure theorem for all 
regular semigroups containing a maximum idempotent in some-imposed natural 
order. An idempotent u of S is called medial if xuxx =  for each, 〉〈∈ )(SEx  
the idempotent generated subsemigroup of S. In [7], Loganathan described the 
structure of regular semigroups that contain a medial idempotent. In [6], we 
introduced a new class of regular semigroups that contains an idempotent u for 
which ufLfRfu for each )(SEf ∈ , called a regular idempotent of S and we 
studied the properties of regular semigroups with regular idempotent.  

 
We adopt the terminology, notation and results of [5] and [6]. 

 
Definition 1.1.  Let S be a regular semigroup. An idempotent u of S is called 
regular if ufLfRfu  for each )(SEf ∈ . 
 
 The following lemma contains some elementary properties of regular 
semigroups with a regular idempotent which we shall find useful in this paper. 
 
Lemma 1.2. Let u be a regular idempotent of a regular semigroup S. Then 
  

(1) uSuxVuSuuxuV ∩=∩ )()( for all Sx∈ . 

 (2) For all Syx ∈, , uSuuyuVyuSuuxuVx ∩∈∩∈ )(,)( ** , we have  

  uyuxyyxuxuuxyu )( **=  
 (3) For all Syx ∈, , (i) uyuLuxuyLx ⇒ ; (ii) uyuRuxuyRx ⇒ . 
 
 Let us see some examples of regular semigroups with a regular idempotent. 
  
Example 1.3. Let S be a regular semigroup containing a medial idempotent u. 
Then xuxx =  for all 〉〈∈ )(SEx , the idempotent generated part of S. In 
particular, ffffuf == . implies ufLfRfu  for each )(SEf ∈ . Therefore u 
is a regular idempotent of S. 
Example 1.4. Let S be a regular semigroup with midunit u[5]. Then xyyux =  
for any ., Syx ∈  In particular, ffffuf == . implies ufLfRfu  for 
each )(SEf ∈ . Therefore u is a regular idempotent of S. 
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Example 1.5. Let S be a regular semigroup. An element Su∈  is said to be a 
weak middle unit [2] if, for all Sx∈  and all )(V' xx ∈ , 

xxxuxandxxxux '''' == . If u is a weak middle unit then u is necessarily 
idempotent, for  
                        uuuu '=  for all )(' uVu ∈  

                 = uuuu .' since  '' uuuuu =  
              = uu.  
Let )(SEf ∈ . Since ffuffVf =∈ ),( implies that ufLfRfu . Therefore, 
u is a regular idempotent. 

Example 1.6. The semigroup { } { } { }( )pMS ;2,1,2,1,10= where ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

01
11

p  is the 

smallest non-orthodox regular semigroup[3].  Then it is easy to see that ( )1,1,1  is 
a regular idempotent of S. 
 
Corollary 1.7. Let S be a regular semigroup. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
 (i) u is a regular idempotent of S. 
 (ii) φ≠∩uSufV )(  for any ).(SEf ∈  
 (iii) φ≠∩uSuxV )(  for any .Sx∈  
 
Corollary 1.8. Let S be a regular semigroup with a regular idempotent u. Then S 
= S u S. 
 
Proof. Let .Sx∈  Then by Corollary 1.7, φ≠∩ uSuxV )( . 
Choose uSuxVx ∩∈ )(' . Now   
    .'' SuSxxuxxxxx ∈==  
So .SuSS ⊆  Clearly .SSuS ⊆  Hence .SuSS =  
 
Theorem 1.9. Let S be a locally inverse semigroup. Then the idempotent u of S is 
regular if and only if  uSu is an inverse transversal of S. 
 
 
2. Idempotent Separating Congruences on S and uSu 

 
Let U be a regular semigroup. The coextension of U is a pair (S,φ) where S 

is a regular semigroup and φ is homomorphism of S on to U. A homomorphism φ: 
S →U of regular semigroups is called idempotent – separating if φ is one-to-one 
on the idempotents of S. If (S, φ) is a coextension of U with φ idempotent – 
separating, then (S, φ) is called an idempotent – separating extension or H – 
coextension of U [13].  A congruence ρ on a regular semigroup S is called  
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idempotent separating if the associated projection homomorphism ρ# : S→ S/ρ is 
idempotent separating.  In [6] Hall shows that if u is an idempotent of a regular 
semigroup S then every idempotent separating congruence on uSu extends to a 
unique idempotent separating congruence on SuS.  Note that if u is a regular 
idempotent of S then S = SuS. In this paper we find the relationship between the 
idempotent separating congruences on S and uSu, when u is a regular idempotent 
of S. 
 

If u is a regular idempotent of S then by Corollary 1.8,  S = SuS. In this 
section we find the relationship between the idempotent separating congruences 
on S and uSu, when u is a regular idempotent of S. 
 
Lemma 2.1. Let u be a regular idempotent of a regular semigroup S.  Suppose ρ 
(S) is an idempotent separating congruence on  S. Let U = uSu.   Then the 
restriction. 
 ρ(U) = ρ(S)| U X U  = { (x,y) ∈ U x U : (x,y) ∈ ρ(S)} 
is an idempotent separating of congruence on U such that  

(i) for each x∈U, xρ(S) = x ρ(U).  In particular U/ρ(U) is a regular 
subsemigroup of S/ρ(S). 

(ii) for all pairs x,y ∈ S,   (x,y) ∈ ρ(S) ⇒ (uxu, uyu) ∈ ρ(U). 
(iii)  U/ρ(U) ⊆  S/ρ(S) and the maps θ : S → U and 

)(/)(/: UUSS ρρθ → defined by uxux =θ  makes  the diagram 
   
   
          

                
 
                                                                 
θ  

                                 commutative 
 

Conversely, if u is a regular idempotent of S then every idempotent 
separating congruence ρ(uSu) on uSu = U  can be extended to a unique 
idempotent separating congruence ρ(S) on S such that (i) to (iii) hold. 
 
Proof:  Clearly ρ(U) is an idempotent separating congruence on U.  So we 
prove (i) to (iii).  Suppose x∈U.  We know that x ρ(U) ⊆ x ρ(S).  To prove the 
reverse inclusion let y ∈ x ρ(S).  Choose  z ∈ V(uyu) ∩U ⊆ V(y).  Since 
uxu=x,  we get yHx = uxu H uyu.  Thus y and uyu are H -related inverses of z 
which implies, y = uyu ∈ S.  Hence y∈x ρ(U), and x ρ(S) = x ρ(U). 
 
 (ii) Now 
    (x,y) ∈ ρ(S) ⇒ (x,y) ∈ H 

S θ   U 

ρ (S)# ρ(U)# = ρ(S)# |U  

S/ρ(S) U/ρ(U)
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               ⇒ (uxu, uyu) ∈ H,  
           ⇒ there exist x* ∈ V(uxu)∩U, y* ∈ VU (uyu) such that  

(uxu)x* = (uyu) y* and x* (uxu) = y* (uyu) 
 
Therefore, 
 
 (x,y) ∈ ρ(S)⇒ (uxu, uyu) = (((uxu)x*)x(x*(uxu)), ((uyu)y*)y(y*(uyu)))  
                         =  (((uxu)x*)x(x*(uxu)), ((uxu)x*)y(x*(uxu)))  
                         ∈ ρ(S) ∩ (UxU) = ρ(U). 
 
 (iii) Put )(/),(/ UUUandSSS ρρ == . Then, by (i), SU ⊆ . Clearly 
the maps θ  and θ  are well defined which makes the diagram commutative.   

To prove the converse part note that for any x ∈ S, x*∈ V(uxu)∩U, x = 
xx* uxu x*x ∈ SuS implies that S = SuS.  So by [6], ρ(SuS) can be uniquely 
extended to an idempotent separating congruence,  ρ(S) on S.  The rest of the 
proof follows from the direct part. 

 
Lemma 2.2 Let TT ⎯→⎯:μ  be an idempotent separating surjective 
homomorphism of regular semigroups.  Let S be a regular subsemigroup of T 

and 1−= μSS . 
 

(i) If S is a quasi – ideal of T then S  is a quasi-ideal of T . 
(ii) If S is a regular semigroup of T then S  is a regular semigroup of 

T . 
(iii) If S is an inverse transversal of T then S  is an inverse transversal 

of T  such that the following diagram is commutative, 
 
 
 
 
             
 
  
 
where ST ⎯→⎯:oθ  and θ0: T → S are the maps defined by ooooo )(xxx ==θ . 
Proof Statements (i) and (ii) are easy to check and are probably well known.  So 
we prove (iii).  Suppose S is an inverse transversal of T.  Let  y ∈ T .  By 
[12], there is a unique y0 ∈ V(y) such that y0μ = (yμ)0,and since y0μ ∈ S, y0 ∈ Vs 
(y).  Thus each element of T  has a unique inverse in S .  Hence S  is an  

T θ0

μ 
S

|μ  

   T   S 
θ0

S
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inverse transversal of T .  So,  we get 
 
             (y) θ0μ = (y0)0 μ = (y0μ)0 = (yμ)00 = (yμ)θ0, y∈T . 

 
Hence the diagram is commutative. 
 
Theorem 2.3 Let T, S be regular semigroups.  Let θ: T→ S be a coextension of S 
by rectangular bands. Given a H – coextension (S′, μ) of S, let 
 
 T ∧ S′ = {(t,s): tθ=sμ} 
 
and let μ′ : T ∧ S′ → T, θ′ : T ∧S′ → S′ be the homomorphisms defined by 
 
 (t,s) μ′=t,  (t,s)θ ′=s. 
 
Then (T∧S′, μ′) is a H -Coextension of T and (T∧S′, θ`) is a coextension of S′ by 
rectangular bands such that the following diagram is commutative.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover if S is an inverse transversal of T and θ = θ0 is a homomorphism then T 
is orthodox and, in this case every H – coextension (T ,μ′) of T with an T an 
orthodox semigroup can be obtained in this way. 
 
Proof. Clearly the diagram is commutative.  Note that T ∧S′ is a regular 
subsemigroup of Tx S′ under componentwise multiplication.  Since θ and μ are 
onto so are θ′ and μ′.  If (e,h), (f,k) are idempotent of T∧S΄ then (e,h)μ′ = (f,k)μ′ 
⇒ e=f, and hμ = eθ = fθ = kμ ⇒ hHk⇒h=k by [13].  Hence (e,h)=(f,k).  Thus 
μ′ is idempotent separating.  Hence (T∧S′, μ′) is a H-coextension of T.  Next for 
any h∈E(S′), 
 
                     hθ′-1 = {(e,h): e∈(hμ)θ-1} 
 
is a rectangular band.  Infact, μ′ induces an isomorphism between hθ′-1 and 
(hμ)θ-1.  Hence (T∧S′, θ′) is a coextension of S′ by rectangular bands. 
 

θ′

μ′ μ

   T   S 
θ

T∧S′ S′ 
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 To prove the last statement let us suppose that S is an inverse transversal of T 
with θ=θ0 a homomorphism.  By [14] T is orthodox.  Next let ((T ,μ ) be any H 
-coextension of T with T  an orthodox semigroup.  By Lemma 2.2.(iii), 
S =Sμ-1 is an inverse transversal of T .  Since T  is orthodox, the map 

ST ⎯→⎯:0θ  is a homomorphism by [14]. Hence (T , θ0) is a coextension of S  
by rectangular bands.  The restriction SS

S
⎯→⎯:|μ is obviously idempotent 

separating.  Define STT ∧⎯→⎯:η  by  
uη=(uμ , uθ0) 

Clearly ηθ`= θ0 and ημ`=μ .  So the proof will be complete once we show that η 
is an isomorphism.  Since μ  and θ0 are homomorphisms, η is one-to-one, since 

(μ ,μ -1) ∩ (θ0,
10−θ ) ⊆ H ∩ θ0 10−θ =id by [13, Proposition 2.2].  To prove that η 

is on to, let (t,s) ∈ T∧ S .  Let S0 be the unique inverse of S in S  then S0 μ  ∈ 
Vs (S μ ) = Vs (tθ0) ⊆ V (tθ0).  That is, S μ = t00, and S0 μ =t0. Choose 
idempotents e,f∈E(T ) such that eμ =tt0 and fμ =t0t , put t =esf.  Then t μ = 
(esf) μ = (eμ ) (sμ ) (fμ ) = tt0t00t0t=t.  Also (e)θ0μ  = eμ θ0 = (tt0)θ0 =t00t0= 
(ss0) μ  implies (e)θ0 = ss0, since μ  is idempotent separating.  Similarly (f)θ0 
= s0s Hence t θ0=(esf)θ0=(eθ0)(sθ0)(fθ0) = ss0s00s0s = s. Thus t η= (t,s).  Hence 
η is an isomorphism. 
Remark 2.4. Note that When u is a regular idempotent of S, then .uSS =  Define 

uSuSu →:θ by uxux =θ  for all .Sx∈  If we replace T by S, S by uSu and θ  
by uθ , the theorem holds. 
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